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By heating with wood pellets, a type of eco-friendly biomass fuel, 
you're helping to CONSERVE ENERGY.
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P R O B L E M

How can we stay warm without spending to the point

of not worth it, to the point of too much hassle? Is

there anything out there that is simple, cost effective

and that I can take with me? The answer we found is

NO.

Campfires leave a scar on the ground and firewood

must be gathered, cut, stacked, dried (seasoned),

attended to and constantly fed.

Propane outdoor heaters didn’t do a good

enough job at max 40,000 BTU, only heating at the

top and the ignitor goes out and becomes worthless

and not worth replacing. And you can’t take it

anywhere because its 9 feet tall!

Electric heaters need, well, electricity. Not what we

had in mind.

Wood stoves need the same as campfires, wood!

Gathered, cut, stacked, dried and attended to

frequently.

S O L U T I O N

Wood pellets are the best source of

fuel for what we were trying to achieve

because it is renewable, inexpensive,

can be easily transported and stored.

It is also sold in so many retailers and

bought in bulk there was no

comparison. Its compressed saw dust.

Created from lumber industries that

mill dimensional wood for

construction and forest trees that

have been harvested due to a variety

of reasons such as health or hazard.

Manufacturers always create a

premium blend of Pine and Douglas

Fir trees, compress it to a specified

diameter and length for packaging.

With this marketing concept, Wood Pellet Heating from indoor and outdoor, our company has invented and

designed several models of gravity fed wood pellet indoor stoves and outdoor patio heaters.
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Is the Q-FLAME safe to use on my deck?
Yes, the QSTOVE is safe to use on most any deck because heat is not generated at
the base. We sell silicone mat if you want to maintain a clean surface.

Will the Q-FLAME work in a screened in patio?
Yes, exceptionally well. Since it is an open screened patio, it is safe and has the air
needed to breathe and diffuse the exhaust cleanly and efficiently.

How hot does the Q-FLAME get?
The max peak temperature can reach as high as 1400 degrees Fahrenheit on the
body of the stove.

Can I use the Q-FLAME if it’s raining?
Yes, it works well and keeps most of the area around it dry because of its
convective heat radius. Water will evaporate quickly off of its surface. Make sure
to not let any water into the hoppers.

Can the Q-FLAME oxidize/rust?
Like any product made of metal, there is always the ability to oxidize. We
recommend covering or storing the unit out of the weather when not in use. We
offer very high quality, attractive, formal fit covers for just this reason. The good
news is that high temp black paint can be sprayed over the rusty surface. Allow to
cure again, just like the first burn.

How far away should items be from the Q-FLAME?
Minimum distance should be at least 3 feet; according to code. We advise that
folks use good judgment and keep all dangerous or flammable items away period.

Does the Q-FLAME keep bugs away?
Yes, simply add a citronella candle and/or spent coffee ground and dried bay
leaves inside the unit and pests stay away.

Does the Q-FLAME work indoors?
At this time, we do not recommend this to be used indoors where it is
completely enclosed. We are developing a unit specifically for indoor home use.
Stay tuned!

Can I burn regular wood in it?
The Q-FLAME can burn most any fuels; however, it is designed to burn best
with soft wood pellets for best results. In case of emergency and no pellets are
available, simply use the wood you have and break it down as small as possible
to feed through the front door. Do not put into hoppers as they may clog.

Can I burn rice or corn pellets in it?
Again, you can burn many fuels in it, but these tend to leave sticky residue
build up. Do you really want to clean that?



Perfect Pizza Every Time.

Whether you are a pizza lover or just want to throw an awesome backyard

pizza party, QubeStove is the pizza oven for you. With a flaming hot

temperature of 565 °C/1050 °F, QubeStove can give you a chewy crispy crust

in just 90 seconds, without burning the crust.

Rotating Pizza Stone. QubeStove is the world’s first outdoor portable pizza

oven with a rotating pizza stone. Simply rotate the handle below to get an

even char on pizzas and roasts.

Detachable Stove. Not only can QubeStove cook the perfect pizza, but it also

features a detachable portable stove. Cook breakfast outdoors on a skillet,

BBQ some chicken wings, or sit around the stove for unbeatable warmth on

chilly nights.

Eco-friendly. QubeStove uses wood pellets for fuel, so there’s no carbon

footprint, which means less air pollution. Not only are wood pellets eco-

friendly, but they are also cost efficient. Wood pellets burn much slower at

much higher temperatures. 3 lbs. of wood pellets will keep the fire blazing for

over an hour.

WEIGHT 40 lbs. 

ASSEMBLED 37.5 x 23 x 14 in.

MSRP: $499.00



Includes Qubestove tabletop stove and pizza oven

The outdoor pizza oven with 12.6 in rotating pizza
stone

Portable and detachable, the stove/fire pit can be
used separately

Eco-friendly using wood pellet fuel and can cook
authentic wood-fired taste pizzas

Gravity fed; no electricity needed

Max. 24,000 BTU/H heat output

The oven can reach max. 1065°F/575℃ degree in 10
minutes and can cook a Neapolitan pizza in 90
seconds

More than 1 hour burn time per full load

Secondary combustion design, no smoke when
burning

High gauge stainless steel, durable yet lightweight

Compact and Portable design

Turn fire pit into stove with stove grate: fit for flat
pan, skillet, wok etc.



Weight: 66 lbs.

Assembled: 76 x 22 x 12 in.

Box Dimensions: 17 x 25 x 30 in.

106,000 BTU w/ 10ft. heating radius

Double hopper holds 20 lbs. of wood pellets
with a 3–4-hour burn time per load

Heavy gauge high temp coated steel
construction

High Temp 5mm viewing ceramic glass

Adjustable feet for all surfaces

Easy assembly with detailed instructions

Capable of year-round use; exceeds most
burning and air quality laws worldwide

Easy rust prevention with cooking spray
treatments



MSRP: $59.99

The high quality, waterproof outdoor grade Qubestove cover looks great on 
your pizza oven and stove when not in use.  It’s also a tote to hold the both of 
them when you go on a trip or when you need to put them in storage.

Weather resilient for long periods in bad weather as a cover

Tote to hold both pizza oven and stove for travel or for storage



MSRP: $69.99

Rotate your pizza evenly for a perfect Pizza with the Auto Rotation 
Motor. Installed with a screwdriver and battery operated for easy use.

Runs on 3 AA batteries

Comes with mounting plate and screws

Easy installation with screwdriver 



MSRP: $599.00

The Q-FLAME Q05C turns on the heat with an incredible maximum 106,000 
BTU and ten-foot heating radius. 

The most power patio heater that doesn't require hazardous fuel or electricity, 
this proprietary product uses sap-free, contaminant-free, and bark-free carbon 
neutral wood pellets that don't release smoke.

This portable, easy-to-carry model is the ideal alternative to outdoor propane 
heaters, electric heaters, and campfires. Perfect for camping, hunting, RVing, or 
hanging out at home, you can enjoy an even heat from top to bottom with 
minimal maintenance. No firewood, no heavy fuel tanks, no stoking the fire, and 
no mess: just convenient heating, wherever you'd like.

To keep the Q-Flame from rusting, apply nonstick cooking spray to it after a burn.
The oil will seal the metal until the next time it is fired up. The metal is thick
enough that it wont rust through but customers do say the rust is a concern. This
application will help minimize the oxidation. When the oil burns off there will be
some minor smoking coming from the surface because the heat produced goes
higher than the smoke point of the oil which is totally fine. The powder coating on
the Q-Flame can only handle so much abuse.

WEIGHT 66 lbs.

ASSEMBLED 76 × 22 × 12 in.



Weight: 66 lbs.

Box Dimensions: 17 x 25 x 30 in.

106,000 BTU w/ 10ft. heating radius

Double hopper holds 20 lbs. of wood pellets
with a 3–4-hour burn time per load

Heavy gauge high temp coated steel
construction

High temp German 5mm glass viewing window
and flat powder coated exterior

Adjustable feet for all surfaces

Easy assembly with detailed instructions

Capable of year-round use; exceeds most
burning and air quality laws worldwide

Easy rust prevention with cooking spray
treatments



MSRP: $199.00

Enjoy this highly agile barbecue-accessory add on for the Q-Flame. By removing the chimney, the QBQ
installs to make the Q-Flame 05 a barbecue. The QBQ is great for camping, hunting, fishing and home
use. Guess what? It even works as a smoker: Simply use flavored or smoker hardwood pellets, and Voila!
you can now smoke your favorite foods. See our best practices page for this little wonder.

WEIGHT 14 lbs.

DIMENSIONS 9 × 20 × 20 in.

All steel high quality construction

Easy two step install

Chrome grill rack

Heat dissipating deflector plates ensures even
heating for best BBQ taste

With pellets at smolder, makes an excellent smoker

Useful for off grid or emergency preparedness

Excellent BBQ results and taste, rivaling the best
BBQs on the market

Best with hardwood or smoker pellets



MSRP: $129.99

Protect the ones you care about with the Q-GATE. This all metal-constructed
gem is pleasing to the eye and gives you the safe feeling of protection you
need. Keeps little ones and pets away from the QStove. Stay worry free and
yet have easy access to the Qstove.

WEIGHT 24 LBS.

DIMENSIONS 10 × 25 × 13 in.

Beautiful all metal black steel construction

Arched panels for aesthetics

Hinge pins double as stakes to ground and stabilize the
gate even more

Surrounds the QStove with just enough room to access the
door or hoppers to feed the QStove

Folds down easy for stow and go



MSRP: $79.99

The high quality, outdoor grade woven nylon cover looks great on your QStove
when not in use. Shaped better than traditional covers, it has an elegant finish
as it drapes well over the stove. Best to use when long periods of non-use of the
QStove.

Tough exterior grade outdoor nylon composition

Aesthetically pleasing shape

Black nylon with center zipper for easy covering within seconds

Weather resilient for long periods in bad weather

Draw string storage bag included to stow and go



MSRP: $59.99

The QMAT by QStoves is an all-silicone mat used as underlayment to the Q-Flame. This
high-quality mat protects any patio from embers, dust and ash when opening the door
to the QStove. Keep your surface clean and free of al debris while feeling a little safer
about the appearance.

Made of high heat resistant silicone

¼” thick construction, heavy duty

Flame resistant

24” diameter round shape

Black color

Able to add your logo or design



MSRP: $99.99

An invaluable resource to extend the QStoves’ burning time.
The hopper extenders allow up to 10 plus hours of burning
without the maintenance of handling pellets to load with less
frequency. Enjoy the QStove while sleeping and avoid waking
up to reload.

WEIGHT 160 oz (10 lbs)

DIMENSIONS 16 × 12 × 10 in.

Beautiful all metal black steel construction

Arched panels for aesthetics

Hinge pins double as stakes to ground and
stabilize the gate even more

Surrounds the QStove with just enough room to
access the door or hoppers to feed the QStove

Folds down easy for stow and go



MSRP: $99.00

The all-stainless-steel Q-FLASK is the perfect addition to the Q-FLAME as it can heat up
3/4 gallon of liquid, safely and efficiently. It has a safety reticulating latch that newer
boils over, the Q-FLASK provides hot water on demand. Typically, water is “hot-ready”
within 5 minutes of contact with the stove. With an ergonomical design that wraps
itself around the Q-FLAME, the Q-FLASK cradles the heat from the stove as it saves
space too. Looks and feels like an old chest pocket flask. Enjoy!

All-Stainless-steel construction

Holds 3/4 gallon of liquid

Reticulating safety lid

Anti-over boiling safety latch

Weighs 10lbs

Curved design for even heating

WEIGHT 112 oz (7 lbs.)

DIMENSIONS 16 × 12 × 6 in.



At QSTOVES, our design is what puts us head 
and shoulders above the rest.

Our gravity-fed stoves use soft wood pellet 
biomass fuel, resulting in heating costs as low 
as $0.50 per hour – no electricity or traditional 
fuel needed. 

Access to heat is never an issue; our stoves 
boast a maximum of 106,000 BTU per hour 
with a ten-foot radius. Unlike bulky propane 
heaters, our stoves are fully portable. 

They fit in the average car, truck, or SUV, and 
weigh less than 56 pounds. Use them at 
home, outside, or on the go – with no 
equipment required but wood heating pellets, 
our stoves are accessible on or off the grid.



QSTOVES is the only company in the world to harness 
the combined power of wood pellets and gravity at an 
affordable price point.

Prior to QSTOVES, there was a major gap in the portable 
heating market. Most products were too expensive, too 
cumbersome, too dangerous, or too inconvenient.
Campfires require a ton of maintenance and damage the 
earth around them, while propane heaters max out at 
40,000 BTU and only generate heat at the top. They're not 
portable, either; most models are nine feet tall. 

Electric heaters are a no-go in many areas, too, because 
they require electricity – something not always available. 
Wood stoves have many of the same issues as campfires, 
including access to wood and constant maintenance.
What we debuted was something never seen before on 
the market: a safe, easy, effective stove that uses wood 
pellets made from pine and Douglas fir sawdust and the 
power of gravity to create a four- to five-foot flame. With 
the potential for indoor and outdoor use, QSTOVES 
products can make your life easier anywhere, any time.

Isn't it time your home became a 
QSTOVE home?
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